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279%↑ in outlets in 6 months? 
Cello cracks the code with a 
tech-powered GTM



Most of us Indians are very house-proud and love to surround ourselves with
affordable, durable home items, be it fancy melamine crockery, flip-top water
bottles, moulded furniture, kitchen tools or even the ubiquitous ‘balti-mugga’.
Cello Group understood the sentiment of the people of our country and deep-
dived into identifying their various needs. The result was a diversified portfolio of
10,000+ products across 14 different categories in over 55 years to offer
something for every household and every family member.

India's plastics industry's economic activity is worth Rs 3 Lakh crore annually,
out of which one-third is exported. There is significant growth potential for the
Indian plastic industry to become the world's premium supply hub. Looking at
how rapidly the industry was growing, Cello’s leadership team wanted to identify
opportunities within the Indian market and accelerate its expansion across the
country.

But there were some complexities, that needed to be addressed before this
expansion could get started. The biggest was that the group had many business
lines that operated independently i.e. Cello World, Uno Max and WimPlast. To
enable the next phase of growth, Ramesh Sharma, the Chief Technology Officer
for Cello Group wanted to bring all businesses under the same layer of
technology. However, this was easier said than done.

Let’s find out how Ramesh and his Sales Head, Krishnanand Hattarkal worked with
the right technology partner to transform the sales operations of the entire Cello
Group.

“We expect to grow 7X in the next three years,”
says Gaurav Rathod, Director and 3rd generation
entrepreneur at Cello. “A company’s ability to
quickly respond to market changes and serve
customers with the best products at affordable
prices provides it an edge in the market. Customers
have continued to repose their trust in the brand.”
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The Vast World Of Cello
From a humble beginning in 1967, the Cello Group has emerged as a large conglomerate, with the brand Cello strongly entrenched as the
numero uno in household consumer products. Cello has diversified product categories, from Melmoware, Thermoware, and Opalware to
Kitchen Appliances, Glassware, Tools & Dies (for automobiles), Cleaning equipment, Air Coolers etc. With home and kitchenware made with
high-quality materials and in a vast range of designs, Cello’s consumers are spoilt for choice, which in turn, has made Cello one of the most
trusted brands in the country. Today Cello Group’s vision is to be India’s most preferred household brand with innovative & aesthetically
superior products at affordable prices.

Started in 1967 as a maker of 
PVC footwear and bangles.

Cello World raised 1st VC funding 
of $44.3 million by ICICI Ventures

ICC Social Impact Award for 
Cello World – 2021
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So what was braking the journey of this ‘unbreakable’ 
homeware company?

Everything was done manually

As Cello did not have an automation partner for their retail sales, all orders
were punched manually, and all data and analysis was done on basic excel
sheets. Hence, it took time to collect, analyse and get those decisions
translated in the field.

Too big a product portfolio, too fragmented an approach

In an industry like this, the SKU list can be quite massive. Cello has over
13,000 SKUs and it is not humanly possible for any salesperson to
remember all 13,000 SKUs. This meant that sales depended on what SRs
would remember because only what they remembered would get sold. A lot
of product categories were lagging in sales, as the SRs were given an overall
target, not category-wise targets.
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3 Independent sales organizations merged into one

Before COVID, all 3 businesses had their own sales hierarchy and were run
independently. However during the pandemic, as the salesforce shrunk, the
sales teams of all 3 businesses were merged, and everyone had to sell
everything, which made sales processes more complex.

No Outlet Master, no Beats

The sales team did not have an Outlets Master nor were there any
structured beats. Specific areas were assigned to sales members and they
had to identify their own outlets in those areas to achieve their target
revenues.

Same order fulfilled by multiple distributors

In FMCG, the average order value may fall between Rs 5000-10,000. In Cello,
given the nature of the items, the average order value comes to Rs 1-2
lakhs. Since the order size is high with multiple product categories, the same
order was typically supplied by various distributors. This made it very
difficult to track which distributor had fulfilled which order.
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So how did FieldAssist mould a 
strong, scalable roadmap for Cello 
Group?
As the frontline sales of Cello Group did not have any prior experience on
automation, there was a lot of resistance from them to adopt a salesforce
automation tool and track everything on a mobile app. But with proper
training and a lot of guidance, the Cello team enthusiastically took to the app.

User Level Outlet Creation

The FieldAssist team identified that all data needed to be sanitized. In some places
the beats were missing, in others, a single beat had a 100 outlets! The Cello
salesmen started mapping outlets in their areas, and today the brand already has
50,000+ outlets in the system.

De-merging of the vast sales team

The merged sales team was separated into 3 distinct Employee Product Divisions of
Cello World, Uno Max and WimPlast. Now instead of looking at a 13,000 SKU
portfolio, each team looks after only 2000-3000 SKUs.



Higher visibility on individual performance
The sales team now has visibility on what the expectations are around their
KPIs. For e.g. they are expected to cover 8-12 outlets in a day.

Flexible Reports for specific analytics
The regional managers use Flexible Reports like Average time per call, % of
Official work in a day, Scheduled calls/total Calls etc to keep a track of daily
productivity.

Going beyond the basics, from transactions to 
business impact 

Both Uno Max and Cello World are using Beat-o-meter to segment their
outlets and devise specific strategies to improve them.

Rekindling the joy of sales
The Uno Max team has also deployed FieldAssist Battleground to gamify their
sales and is planning to ramp up their team from 200 people to 500 people
soon.
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IMPACT

Now with more data in hand, the Cello team understood the need to
have a dedicated MIS team to derive deep analytics and insights. The
platform has immediately helped all 3 teams reach the market in a
more targeted way for each of their business lines. Looking at how
the Uno Max team is excitedly delivering their numbers, the plan is to
bring gamification to the Cello World business as well.

growth in Total Number of
Outlets within 6 months

increase in outlet coverage
using Beat-o-meter

boost in Unique
Productive Calls

improvement in Average
Retailing Time

279%

>50%

52%

23%



www.fieldassist.com

India | Dubai | Nigeria | Tanzania | Kenya
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